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Ferré	  and	  Comte	  
	  DETTAGLI	  

Two	  Great	  Fashion/Art	  Expressionists	  	  
Delve	  Into	  Details	  

 
Palazzo del Governatore 
Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi, Parma 

September 30, 2016 – January 15, 2017 
 
 
 

Inaugural Event: Thursday, September 29th at 6 p.m. 
 

 
 

The pure fashion genius of Gianfranco Ferré and the photographic artistry of 
Michel Comte identify, respectively, two exhibitions part of the bicentennial 
celebrations marking the arrival in Parma, of Marie Louise of the House of 
Hapsburg-Lorraine, Austrian archduchess who ruled as Empress of the French and 
as the Duchess of Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla. 
 
“Ferré and Comte DETTAGLI. Two Great Fashion/Art Expressionists 
Delve Into Details” — a project ideated by Alberto Nodolini and produced by 
Ankamoki — will grace the halls of the first and second floors of Palazzo del 
Governatore in Parma from September 30, 2016 to January 15, 2017. 
 
The first floor will host “Gianfranco Ferré and Marie Louise: 
Unexpected Assonances”, an exhibit curated by Gloria Bianchino and 
Alberto Nodolini in collaboration with the Gianfranco Ferré Foundation, while 
the second will exclusively feature Michel Comte’s installations in the 
“Neoclassic” show curated by Jens Remes in collaboration with Alberto 
Nodolini e Anna Tavani. 
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With fervent backing by the Council for Culture of the City of Parma, the dual 
Ferré/Comte exhibition also reflects a distinct desire to offer within the sphere of 
the activities related to the 200th anniversary of the arrival of the Duchess in town, 
an event that serves to enhance the territory by exploring elements of the modern 
world using as a venue one of the oldest and finest buildings in town. 
 
Laura Maria Ferraris, Parma Councillor for Culture: “We as the City of Parma sought 
to meet the challenge of looking well beyond the mere immediacy of the moment that’s so typical of 
life today. Gloria Bianchino and Alberto Nodolini’s project provides the boundless opportunities 
that come from having the courage to not stop at the surface of things — with those first three 
results on Google or with some bold headline over an article. Thus, possibly the most innovative of 
Italy’s great fashion designers and the strong yet fragile duchess “who lived in an era greater than 
herself” can come together face to face. To the curators go my deepest esteem and gratitude, also for 
how they brought to the fore the best and brightest element of Parma, a city truly with a generous 
heart”. 
 
“Gianfranco Ferré and Marie Louise: Unexpected Assonances”, to which the 
Gianfranco Ferré Foundation made an essential contribution, presents an ample 
selection of designs from the Haute Couture and Prêt-à-Porter collections. Each 
one is the product of an in-depth research process aimed at discovering 
“unexpected assonances” between particular inflections of the Ferré style and the 
passions, tastes and times of the “Good Duchess”.  
The exhibition highlights details of costume history which an ingenious Ferré 
revisited in fashion form. That’s the focus of the sixty gorgeous creations on 
display, complete with relative preparatory sketches.  
Striking an at once emotional and philological note, the itinerary follows a path 
across distinct spaces to tell a story that circumvents a strictly timeline-oriented 
approach to center very much on the protagonist Marie Louise.  
 
Always fascinated by the great women in history, Gianfranco Ferré constantly 
expresses in his collections a feel for fashions of former eras. In an aesthetic 
interplay of assonances, the designs on display clearly show how Ferré converses 
with neoclassical culture, grasping the styles of dress of figures ranging from 
Josephine of Beauharnais, first wife of Napoleon Bonaparte, to the “Good 
Duchess” Marie Louise, his second one.  
In looking toward the past, Ferré bypasses an overall view in favor of a keen de-
storization of details that he then exalts and renders contemporary. 
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Scrive Alberto Nodolini writes in the catalog: “We tell a tale that takes various elements 
into consideration. That’s why the exhibition includes a series of images that present a reflection on 
the Directoire style; an area all about the magnificent shirts through which Ferré created important 
volumes, mind-boggling shifts and equally brilliant cuts, in addition to turned-up sleeves, extra 
wide cuffs and fresh takes on military uniform type buttoning; and then a section where crinolines 
represent the underlying structure of conical skirts; and further still, an array of see-through designs 
and of the oriental style pants that — if we think about it — are another reference to Napoleonic 
culture, to the Eastern fashion that the Emperor imported to France”. 
 
Rita Airaghi, Director of the Ferré Foundation: “The presence of Gianfranco Ferré 
designs within the context of the exhibition meet the criteria we follow in managing his creative 
legacy, which for us is the object of constant study and research. Working systematically with this 
multifaceted and heterogeneous patrimony enables us to deal with it according to a flexible logic, 
thanks to which it’s not impossible to draw from what Ferré created — and consequently propose 
— ever new and different impressions that might surprise and often even amaze us. Impressions 
that are therefore unexpected, as in the case of these “assonances” with the tastes and passions of 
Marie Louise and her times”. 
 
On the second floor of the Palazzo del Governatore, the Michel Comte 
“Neoclassic” exhibition curated by Jens Remes with the collaboration of Alberto 
Nodolini e Anna Tavani, recaptures the emotions of centuries past through a 
rigorously poetic revisitation by one of today’s leading photographers.  
For Michel Comte, Neoclassicism has always first inspired and then led to 
destruction. Yet still today, the charm of Neoclassical art is as powerful as ever in 
history, in fashion and in design. Comte portrays his way of interpreting the 
neoclassic parabola through several works where lighting sculpture meets 
photographic imagery.  
“The show in Parma is my personal analysis of the neoclassic style and age”: Comte sparks an 
ideological reflection through the artistically expressive awareness that while men 
and symbols may break into pieces, artistic beauty endures above and beyond any 
and every ideology. 
 
“Ferré and Comte/Dettagli. Two Great Fashion/Art Expressionists Delve 
Into Details” is a project promoted by the City of Parma in cooperation with the  
Gianfranco Ferré Foundation. Produced by Ankamoki, it benefits from the support 
of the Institute for the Artistic, Cultural and Natural Heritage of the Emilia 
Romagna Region and of the National Fine Arts Academy of Parma, with additional 
contributions on the part of Fiere di Parma and Cosmoproject and produced by 
Ankamoki. 
Thanks also to Fidenza Village, CNA Parma and MacroCoop, Manetti. 
A particular word of thanks to Rita Castaldini. 
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The catalogs for both exhibitions are published by Skira Editore. 
 
Ferré	  and	  Comte/	  DETTAGLI.	  Two	  Great	  Fashion/Art	  Expressionists	  
Delve	  Into	  Details	  
	  
Palazzo del Governatore 
Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi , Parma  
September 30, 2016 – January 15, 2017 
 
Press Preview: Tuesday, September 27th at noon 
Inaugural event: Thursday, September 29th at 6 p.m. 
 
 

Opening hours:  
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
December 24th and 31st, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Closed on Mondays, Christmas Day and New Year’s Day 
Special opening hours on September 30th and October 1-2-8-9: 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
For information and general public booking: www.mostredettagli.com info@mostredettagli.com 
t. 0521 218035 
 
Ticket prices: 
Full € 10.00  
Reduced € 8.00 (people over 65 and/or with disabilities, teachers, individuals in groups of 15+ 
with advance booking, other specific categories) 
Special reduced € 4.00 (people under age 26, students with advance booking, other specific 
categories) 
Free entry for: children under the age of 6, people accompanying school groups or those with 
special needs, docent-guides for groups with advance booking, professional journalists, other 
specific categories 
 
Exhibition Press Office 
Studio De Angelis,  Milan 
tel. 02 324377 | c. 345 7190941 |  info@deangelispress.it   
Le Roy S.r.l., Milan 
c. 377 4695715 | info@le-roy.it 
 
Maria Luigia 2016 Project Press Office 
ComunicaMente, Bologna  
t. 051 6449699 | c. 320 9190490 | stampa@comunicamente.it  
 
City of Parma Press Office 
t. 0521 218321 |  a.bertoncini@comune.parma.it 
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